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ABSTRACT:  AM I FOSTER CHILD?...YES...YES...YES. Not only me everyone of the world is the Foster Child (Natural child) before the “LAW OF SUPERNATURE”.

(LAW OF SUPERNATURE)

This scientific research article focus that “VIRGIN MOTHER” lived in “WHITE PLANET” (White Mars) in the early universe shall be considered as “MOTHER OF UNIVERSE”. The white planet shall also be called as “J-GARDEN” (or) “PARADISE”. The J-GARDEN consider as the absolutely pure environment of WIND (THENDRAL) which composed of only ions of photon, electron, proton and free from Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone, Oxygen.
The ‘Infants’ of virgin mother shall be considered as ‘Natural child’. The Virgin Father, Virgin Mother shall be considered as the ‘Natural Parent’ (or) ‘Foster Parent’ before the ‘law of supernature’

During the course of Expanding Universe due to varied environmental condition the white planet populations consider descended to ‘EARTH PLANET’ and started breathing Ozone, Oxygen, Oxygen allotrope such as Oxygen ion, Oxygen di-molecule etc in different phases with varied genetic structure.

“None is ‘ORPHAN’ in the world. Everyone is the Foster child of Natural parent. Foster child means natural child; adopted child means ‘Legally valid child’.

- M. Arulmani, Tamil based Indian
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I. INTRODUCTION:

It is focused that global level killing of Female baby in the uterus is going on especially in INDIA without knowing the philosophy of female baby which is the precious gift of supernature.

i) What does mean “Human Embryo”?...
ii) What does mean “Godly child”?...
iii) What does mean “Foster child”?...
iv) What does mean “Adopted child”?...

It is focused by the author that Human Embryo, Godly child, foster child, adopted child have distinguished meaning before the court of “INTERNATIONAL LAW”. It is the humble submission of author to the International courts for transparent definition for error free judgements for the benefit of future global level populations for promoting “PEACE”.

“PEACE” shall alternatively mean “FOSTER CARE”

… Author
II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION

a) Philosophy of Adopted child?

Case study shows that the practice of Adoption of child exist since Ancient history of world in Egyptian, Roman history. Due to consistent controversies in adoption, the adoption terminology was under evolution and various language of adoption was formulated such as “POSITIVE ADOPTION LANGUAGE (PAL)”, “HONEST ADOPTION LANGUAGE (HAL)”.

HAL conveys birth parents are real parents (who do not need the birth prefix to express their relationship to their child), that the process of having ones child be adopted, is not always freely made and that the mother does not reliably have agency within the adoption process.

“GOD is a father who graciously adopts believer in the CHRIST into his spiritual family and grants them all privileges of Heirship.”

…Biblical Study

It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of Godly child (Natural child), Foster child, Adopted child have distinguished meaning before International courts of law. The distinction shall be described as below.

(i)

![GODLY CHILD](image)

GODLY CHILD (Natural Process)

(ii)

![FOSTER CHILD](image)

FOSTER CHILD (Transformation Process)

(iii)

![ADOPTED CHILD](image)

ADOPTED CHILD (Legal Jack Fruit)
b) Philosophy of ‘Human soul’?...

Case study shows that medical science could not claim so far where from the first heart beat is derived?... Scientists could not confirm “How a small droplet of “Embryo” becomes beautiful child like “Jack Fruit” in three Trimester?...

It is hypothesized that “Embryo” shall be considered as derived from “SOUL” (Law of Supernature) composed of three-in one fundamental ions of photon, Electron proton as described below.

![Diagram of Human Soul]

i) Proton is like “DNA” (Functional part)
ii) Electron is like “HORMONE” (structural part)
iii) Photon is like “RNA” (Sequential control part)
iv) J-Radiation is like “LAW” (Soul)

It is further hypothesized that “J-Code” shall be considered as the “Universal code of Human”.

![Diagram of J-Code]

i) Right dot is like Right Nipple (DNA)
ii) Left dot is like Left Nipple (HORMONE)
iii) Centre dot is like Navel (Stem) (RNA)

“The ‘xx’ chromosome and ‘xy’ chromosome shall be considered as the product of natural law” ... Author

c) Philosophy of HEAVEN?...

It is hypothesized that “Mother’s womb” on the Earth planet shall be considered as JAIL (Holy home). The etymology of word Jail might be derived from the proto Indo Europe roof “CHEI ILLAM”. CHEI shall mean INFANT; ILLAM shall mean HOUSE. “JAMIN” (Bail) shall mean Transformation process for making “PEACE”.

"The ‘xx’ chromosome and ‘xy’ chromosome shall be considered as the product of natural law” ... Author
d) Philosophy of “VIRGIN MOTHER”?...
It is hypothesized that ‘Virgin mother’ shall be considered as belong to ‘Angel family’ lived in white planet in the early universe. Virgin mother shall be considered as ‘Supreme mother’ or natural parent. All children of universe shall be considered as “FOSTER CHILDREN or NATURAL CHILDREN. Earthly parents shall be considered as “Legal birth parents” or Legal adoptive parents. All earthly expenses have to be borne by ‘Legal birth parents’.

e) Case study on International mother’s day?...
Case study shows that mother’s day is being celebrated all over nations most commonly in the month of March or May to honour motherhood, maternal bonds and influence of mothers in the society. In India mother’s day is being celebrated every year during second Sunday of May.

f) Case study on Gandhiji?...
It is focused that Gandhiji is adopted by Indian Nationals as ‘FATHER OF NATION’. If so Gandhiji is foster parent?... (or) Adoptive parent?...

It is hypothesized that all the Indians shall be considered as the “Foster children” of Gandhiji. All earthly expenses have to be borne by “legal birth parents”. However “GANDHIAN LOAN” shall be considered as financial assistance made to “Poor children” which is payable by installments (or) sometime Non-payable. It is further focused that Gandhiji shall alternatively be called as “MOTILAL”. Motilal shall mean “FOSTER PARENT” rather than masculine and pearl.
“GANDHIJI” does not have any account with “SWISS BANK”

- Case study

It is the question of Gandhiji from his subconscious mind that everyone has ambition to become engineer, doctor, lawyer, IAS, MLA, MP, Communal leader, Religious leader. But after reaching the status is it required to open account in SWISS BANK?... why not in INDIAN BANK?...

g) Case Study on INTERNATIONAL LEVEL “FOSTER CARE” SYSTEM

Case Study shows that Foster child means parental support and protection placed with a person or family to be cared for usually by local welfare services or by court order.

Foster Care is the term used for a system in which MINOR has been placed into a ward, group home or private home of State certified care giver referred to as a “Foster Parent”. The placement of child is usually arranged through Government or a social service agency. The Institution, a Group Home or foster parent is compensated for expenses.

In India foster care system first initiated in 1960 by the Central Government. The first non-institutional scheme was introduced in Maharashtra in 1972. The scheme was later revised in 2005 as the “BAL SANGOPAL SCHEME” non-institutional services. Further the Centre for Law and Policy Research, Bangalore in collaboration with Foster Care India, a registered organization in Rajasthan, has published a comprehensive brief on Foster Care India as it presently exist. Besides India has so many other schemes for Cradle Baby, Garbage Baby for protection of Orphan Babies and other schemes like AMMA DRINKING WATER, AMMA FOOD, AMMA MEDICINE, AMMA SALT, AMMA SCHEME FOR TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT for foster babies which being appreciated by world nations like EGYPT, US, CANADA.

Am I Garbage Baby?...
In United States and United Kingdom Foster Care System has been considered as service to the street Children and orphans. In United States Foster Care System started as a result of efforts of Charles Loring Brace”. The Brace took the Children off the streets and placed them with families in most states in the country. According to U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Children’s bureau, there are about 4,08,425 children in Foster Care System in 2010.

Searching for Voice of "AMMA"

In Western Australia first adoption legalization was passed in 1896. In Canada Foster Care is in existence and according to Canada Census 2011, majority of foster children about 29,590 of whom 62% were “aged 14 and under”.

Foster Parent is like “Godly Person”. Foster Children should take care and upright the “Foster parents” and should not send them to the “old age home” by INIQUITY ACTIONS.

- M. ARULMANI, Tamil based Indian

III. CONCLUSION:

It is focused that ‘Earth Planet’ shall be considered as MEGA JAIL and everyone consider living in different cell in different region. The Philosophy of “Human death” shall be considered as “JAMIN” (bail) to depart Earth planet and ultimately reach “White planet” which shall be called as Superheaven (or) PARADISE (J-GARDEN).

PARADISE LOGO
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